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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the methods used during the walkdowns to
compile as-built structural information to seismically qual-
ify or verify the seismic adequacy of safety class components
in the Plutonium Finishing Plant complex. The Plutonium
Finishing Plant is a non-reactor nuclear facility built
during the 1950's and was designed to the Uniform Building
Code criteria for both seismic and wind events. This facil-
ity is located at the U.S. Department of Energy Hanford Site
near Richland, Washington.

INTRODUCTION
Initially it was necessary to define

the specific boundaries of safety class
systems and the necessary components to
be qualified. This was accomplished
through the interaction of Project,
Safety, and Structural Analysis
engineering personnel (Seismic Task
Force) addressing safety scenarios
peculiar to the operation of the
Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP) complex.
The components identified to be of major
importance were certain gloveboxes and
filter boxes. The exhaust duct system
connecting the gloveboxes to the filter
boxes also turned out. tc be an important
safety class system. As these components
are necessary for continued operation and
new missions, current safety criteria
must be satisfied, including
qualification to the Hanford Site design
basis earthquake (DBE). Spot checks
between drawings and in situ
configurations of components indicated
extensive field walkdowns would be
required to compile as-built dimensional
data before initiating an analytical
effort. The objective of this paper is
to describe preparations and methods

used and the obstacles encountered
during the walkdowns.

DEFINITION OF SAFETY CLASS COMPONENTS
AND SYSTEMS

Definition of safety class
components, systems, and the appropriate
system boundaries was accomplished
through a series of discussions among
members of the Seismic Task Force.
The meetings addressed safety scenarios
peculiar to the process and operation
of the PFP complex. Some of these
discussions yielded concerns about
the stability of the PFP components
during a DBE.

The list of safety class components
included 85 gloveboxes and 44 filter
boxes. The potential collapse of the
exhaust duct systems connecting the
gloveboxes to the filter boxes was
also of concern because of the
accumulation nf radioactive contaminants
over the years. The specific concerns
associated with the safety class items
during a seismic event were the
followiny:
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2.

Will the gloveboxes and filter
boxes slide or topple and possibly
initiate a fire, unacceptable powder
dispersal, or an explosion?

Will the exhaust duct systems
collapse and result in a radioactive
release?

A simple diagram depicting a filter
box, exhaust duct, and glovebox
arrangement is shown in Figure 1. Non-
safety class components
within the seismic zone
a safety class item are
threat during a seismic
required to be structurally qualified
using the seismic interaction criteria.

or systems
of influence of
also a potential
event and are

Filter Box
Filter
Room

•Exhaust Duct

• Duct Level Floor

Glove Box

Support

Ground Floor

Figure 1. 78909105.1

WALKDOWN PREPARATION
Throughout the process to determine

the safety class components, equipment
location drawings showing item
identification numbers were used to
expedite the selection process. Using
these location drawings, a preliminary
walkdown was conducted to verify the
room numbers, in situ equipment numbers,
and room accessibility. Room accessor
entry requirements demanded by facility
operation or training requirements
dictated the walkdown schedules. The
following room entry requirements
dictated the walkdown schedule and
make-up of the team:

1. Protective clothing
2. Radiation protection technician
3. Security guard
4. "On mask"

Walkdown of rooms requiring items 1
and 2 were scheduled during day shift
while rooms requiring a security guard
were scheduled during other shifts when
foot traffic was minimal. Rooms
requiring personnel to be on mask were
scheduled only after the on-mask
requirement was cleared and were then
given priority to take advantage of the
short time of open access. A separate
grouping was also used to identify only
the rooms having gloveboxes with lead
shielding. The shielding precludes
visual inspection of the attachment
between the glovebox and the support
frame. Walkdowns of these items were
scheduled with the concurrence of the
maintenance departments so that
personnel would be available to remove
and reinstall the shielding.

Documentation packages of the field
walkdown information were prepared
for each component, checked, duplicated,
and filed with the PFP Design Services
group. Detail and assembly drawings
and associated documents showing
dimensions, weights, and material of
the internal items for each glovebox
and filter box were included in the
packages. One set of the files was used
in the seismic evaluation. The other
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set remained in PFP Design Services
files to ensure that data were not
lost during the evaluation process.

As the other purpose of these
walkdowns was to identify and resolve
potential seismic interaction concerns,
seismic interaction criteria were
developed for the non-safety class
piping and conduits that are normally
supported for deadweight effects. A
missile zone of influence curve (Figure
2) was developed to evaluate the
potential seismic generated missiles
in the room.

The seismic walkdown teams (SWT)
were made up of design engineers and
led by structural analysis engineers.
The SWT members were qualified for
facility entry by undergoing Radiation
Safety Training, Criticality Training,
and the PFP Building Orientation
Training. Proper badging, security
clearance, and permits to carry

articles (cameras) in secured
also needed for each member
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Before the walkdown, each design
engineer of the SWT was given
instructions on plant conduct,
acquisition of and verificaton of
analytical data required by the seismic
analyst, use of the seismic interaction
acceptance criteria, and generic
walkdown documentation to record and
verify the as-built configuration of
each component.

WALKDOWNS OF SAFETY CLASS ITEMS
The PFP walkdown was accomplished

by SWTs subdivided into groups of two
people. Selection of the design
engineers was based on their experience
with various components. The groups
were equipped with one of the two sets
of files per component, measuring
instruments, Polaroid cameras, and
generic documentation sheets. One
member recorded the dimensions, material,
shape, and orientation of the structural
member, and documented the in situ
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structural configuration of the
component. If the drawing callout was
correct, it was highlighted in yellow;
if there was a discrepancy, the drawing
was updated in red. If an item was
found to exist in the glovebox or filter
box but had no data file in the package,
only the location and approximate weight
were entered. Detailed sketches and
Polaroid pictures were provided if the
discrepancy pertained to the support
structure of the component. Polaroid
pictures were also taken to show all
sides of the component. Global
orientation was also marked on all
photos. A more detailed verification
and inspection was performed on the
following:

1. Method of attachment between the
qlovebox/filter box and the support
structure. A random sampling
revealed 50% discrepancies between
drawings and in situ attachments,
which necessitated the detailed
inspection. The gloveboxes with
lead shielding around the base that
precludes visual inspection without
removal were inspected during the
off shifts with the help of
maintenance personnel to remove the
shielding.

2. Orientation of the structural shapes
The major and minor axes orientation
of the structural members is critical
to the stress analysis and was
documented.

3. Concrete anchor bolt size. Most of
the original drawings specifying
anchor bolts showed only the
diameter. Some referred to the
brand name, but none specified the
overall length of bolts. A survey
in the spare parts/storeroom and
conversations with personnel who
were involved during the installation
of the components revealed that for
each bolt diameter, varying lengths
were used. A random sampling using
a nondestructive examination (NDE)
technique verified that different
lengths existed for the same

diameter. The bolt length was
found to be the only dimension that
could not be accurately verified.
Conservatively the shortest length
for each bolt diameter was employed
in performing the structural
evaluation.

Visual inspection was also
performed to ensure that the anchor
bolts were in good condition, that is,
no excessive concrete spall ing, bolts
were not loose, nuts were against the
base plates, and base plates were
solid. These conditions were documented
during the walkdowns.

Some gloveboxes were found to
have thicker than normal grout under the
component base plate. This condition
may affect the capacity of the anchor
bolt, especially when the shortest
anchor bolt is used. A pull test was
performed to qualify these anchor
bolts. The applied load was 125% of the
calculated tension load required for
qualification.

During the walkdown each of the
SWT members wis also instructed to
complete a seismic analysis enveloping
chart (SAEC). This information was
used to determine how many unique
analyses were required and which item
could be qualified by analyses of other
configurations. The chart requests the
following information for each component
and support structure.

Component

• Overall dimensions of the glovebox
or filter box

• Direction of major axis

• Approximate total weight of the
component

Component Support Structure

• Two elevation views

• Member size and shape
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• Height

• Type of anchorage

Ch he 85 gloveboxes to be
seismically qualified, 54 required major
detailed analysis and 31 required only
minor analyses when the envelope
approach was used. Of the 44 filter
boxes, 17 required major analyses and
27 required minor analyses. The minor
analysis requires only one-half the
time of the major analysis. In order
to maximize the effectiveness of the
enveloping approach, similar components
were segregated into groups. These
groups were assigned to analysts having
previous analysis experience with that
type of item.

IDENTIFICATION OF SEISMIC INTERACTION
ISSUES

The seismic interaction walkdowns
were conducted in parallel with the
component as-building walkdowns. The
interaction walkdowns required almost
twice the amount of time to complete as
the as-building effort.

Equipped with the seismic
interaction acceptance criteria and the
missile zone-of-influence chart, members
of the SWT identified items that were
potential threats to the safety class
components during a seismic event.
These were either documented as
acceptable or classified as requiring
a structural upgrade. The documentation
resulting from the walkdowns to identify
the seismic interaction items was
compiled in a separate file and contains
the following:

Piping and Conduit

a. Problem identification number

b. Item description

c. Photograph of the item

d. Isometric sketch for each item
showing the following:

• supports and location
• restrained direction at each

support location
• wall, ceil ing, and floor

penetration detail
• support/hanger detail.

Other Items

a. Problem identification number

b. Item description

c. Photograph of the item

d. Description of anchorage

e. Dimensional location and direction
of the item from the safety class
component

f. Plan and elevation room sketches
showing safety class item and item
representing a potential threat

g. Approximate weight of the item.

All of the items that might
represent a potential threat, whether
acceptable or not, were identified and
documented in the walkdown packages.
This was necessary so that future
changes or relocation of equipment in
the room would not generate additional
seismic concerns.

The seismic interaction items that
are not acceptable were listed on a
special Open Action Item List. These
items required detailed stress analysis
and/or structural upgrades for seismic
qualification.

Several seismic interaction concerns
included items attached to the walls
or ceiling (e.g., fire extinguishers,
security cameras, motion detectors,
overhead mirrors, CAM alarms, and
loudspeakers. In most cases these items
we.e adequately anchored. For items
located overhead, verification of the
anchorage is time consuming; therefore,
it was assumed that these items were
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not tied-down. If the item was located
outside the trajectory envelope (Figure
2), it was acceptable. The trajectory
of some items fell within the enveloping
curve. To eliminate detailed
inspections of the anchorage of these
items, simple calculations were
performed to estimate the impact energy
and the corresponding mass necessary
to cause the glovebox window panels to
fail. This calculated mass was then
used to screen the item of concern.
All data and documents generated by
the first member of the SWT were
verified and approved by the second
member for completeness and accuracy.

OBSTACLES ENCOUNTERED
Very few equipment obstacles were

encountered during the walkdowns.
During the period of time in which the
walkdowns took place, the metal
production line was in a maintenance
outage, while the product handling line
was still in operation. Maintenance
work on some of the components was in
progress when the walkdown was
initiated.

One problem pertained to support
members and lead shielding removed by
the maintenance crew for ease of access
in performing their own work. There
were no warning signs to suggest that
these items were temporarily removed,
which resulted in walkdown discrepancies
and inconsistent analysis results.

CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of the

walkdowns was to provide as-built
structural information of the PFP safety
class components so that accurate
seismic evaluations could be performed
to verify seismic adequacy of the
components during a DBE. The documents
generated have been filed in PFP Design
Services Group. The majority of the
resulting discrepancies were related
to the component anchorage, whether it
be to the floor or support structure.
Most of the support structures required
upgrades to the anchorage system. For
the most part these structural upgrades
were generic in nature. The drawing
numbers used in the walkdowns and
analyses were listed and distributed to
PFP Design Services, and potential
changes to the components listed on
these drawings must be approved by a
structural analysis group.

Another objective of the walkdowns
was to identify and resolve potential
seismic interaction or II/I items.
There were 149 potential problems
identified. Of the 149, simple
screening criteria developed ahead of
time allowed 144 of these to be disposed
of as acceptable. The remaining five
problems required additional detailed
calculations. Of these, three were
qualified by analyses and two required
minor anchor upgrades.
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